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This matter involves a question of standing to pursue breach of fiduciary duty

claims, arising from a complex merger transaction, in the context of a motion to

dismiss. The Plaintiff was a preferred stockholder (and member of a purported class

of former preferred stockholders) in a Delaware corporation, General Electric

Capital Corporation &uA?==v'+ ;i j^Wj dWc[ _dZ_YWj[i) j^[ Xki_d[ii e\ A?== mWi

to provide financial services. The common stock of GECC was owned by its parent,

the well-known cWdk\WYjkh_d] YecfWdo) A[d[hWb ?b[Yjh_Y &uA?v'. In 2015, GE

decided to merge GECC into the parent company. In the resulting series of

transactions (referred to collectively as j^[ u?n_j JbWdv), j^[ JbW_dj_\\xi interest in

GECC was unilaterally terminated by GE. At the end of the Exit Plantas described

in detail in the body of this Memorandum Opiniontthe Plaintiff, who had held a

certain number of shares of GECC preferred stock, found itself the owner of a

different number of shares of GE preferred stock, with different contractual rights

and, it alleges, worth less than the GECC preferred it had owned. In other words,

j^[ JbW_dj_\\xi _dj[h[ij in GECC was squeezed out in the Exit Plan, and the

consideration it received for its GECC stock was, ultimately, GE preferredt

different stock in a different entity. The Plaintiff alleges that the price and process

whereby GEtwhich stood on both sides of the transactiontterminated the interests

of GECC preferred stockholders was unfair to those stockholders. The Defendants

for purposes of this motion do not contesttand I assume without decidingtthat
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JbW_dj_\\xi \ehc[h emd[hi^_f e\ fh[\[hh[Z ijeYa _d A?== [dj_jb[i _j je W h[l_[m e\ j^[

transaction under the entire fairness standard, assuming the Plaintiff has standing to

invoke such a review.

After the transaction, the GE preferred traded at a price that made the interests

received as consideration by former holders of GECC preferred worth less than what

had been taken from them. Former GECC preferred stockholders were

understandably unhappy, and, eventually, GE allowed them to exchange their new

GE preferred for other assets that, presumably, made them whole, in return for the

release of potential breach of duty claims &j^[ u@ebbem-ed ?nY^Wd][ I\\[hv'. For

reasons of its own, GE decided to extend that exchange right to those who had

purchased the new GE preferred after the Exit Plan, as well as former holders of

GECC preferred who continued to hold GE preferred. Unfortunately for the

Plaintiff, it had sold its new GE preferred shortly after the Exit Plan, and was

therefore unable to benefit from the Follow-on Exchange Offer; it now seeks to

pursue its cause of action for breach of duty against GE, GECC, GE Capital Sub 3,

CdY+ &uMkX 0v' (a subsidiary used in the transaction at issue), and directors and

officers of GE, GECC, and Sub 3.

These Defendants, as stated above, concede for purposes of this motion that

the Exit Plan was a transaction for which GECC preferred holders were entitled to

entire fairness review, and that the breach of fiduciary duty claims the Plaintiff
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asserts here are direct claims. They assert, however, that having sold the new GE

preferred, the Plaintiff (and the putative class of similarly-selling stockholders) are

without standing. The Defendants conceded at oral argument that, had the

consideration the Plaintiff received for its stock been anything other than stock, the

Plaintiff could have disposed of that consideration and retained its direct claim for

breach of duty. Under the circumstances here, however, the Defendants argue that

JbW_dj_\\xi YWki[ e\ WYj_ed WZ^[h[Z je j^[ A? ijeYa h[Y[_l[Z _d Yedi_Z[hWj_ed) WdZ

was sold with that stock; thus the Plaintiff lacks standing. The Defendants point to

P_Y[ =^WdY[bbeh FWij[hxi b[Whd[Z Z_iYkiiion in In re Activision Blizzard, Inc.

Stockholder Litigation1 of two types of direct claims stockholders may have against

corporate fiduciariestpersonal and non-personaltand argue that, as a cause of

action uarising out of the relationship between the stoYa^ebZ[h WdZ j^[ YehfehWj_ed)v

JbW_dj_\\xi WYj_ed X[ij \_ji j^[ ded-personal category of claims. Those claims, they

point out, adhere to the stock. Therefore, according to the Defendants, these claims

then adhere to the shares into which that stock was converted by the Exit Plantthat

is, the new GE preferred+ ;i W h[ikbj) JbW_dj_\\xi YWki[ e\ WYj_ed mWi jhWdi\[hh[Z je

the buyer of that stock, and was released by that buyer in connection with the Follow-

on Exchange Offer (or, alternatively, is still attached to that stock). Accordingly, in

the view of the Defendants, the Plaintiff lacks standing here.

1 124 A.3d 1025 (Del. Ch. 2015).
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The Defendants raise three issues in this motion to dismiss. Two can be

dispensed with in summary form. The first is whether the Plaintiff has stated a claim,

Wi _j fkhfehji je Ze) \eh ugkWi_ WffhW_iWb+v KkWi_ WffhW_iWb _i W h[c[Zo) dej W YWki[

of action,2 therefore Count II is dismissed, without prejudice to the Plaintiffxs right

to seek the remedy of quasi-appraisal, as appropriate. The Defendants also seek to

dismiss Count III for failure to state a claim; that count alleges entitlement to

damages for purported materially-misleading disclosures in connection with the Exit

Plan. Because entire fairness review, if available, will encompass the process of that

transaction (including disclosures) in any event, there is little utility to engaging in

an analysis of whether the disclosure allegations, standing alone, state a claim: I

decline to do so here. That leaves the core issue referred to above: did Plaintiffxs

breach of duty claim adhere to its GE preferred stock, so that the buyer of that stock,

and not the Plaintiff, possesses that cause of action? Or does the Plaintiff possess

the claim? Because I find the latter to be the case, the Defendantsx motion to dismiss

under Rule 12(b)(1) is denied. My rationale follows.

2 See, e.g., Houseman v. Sagerman, 2015 WL 7307323, at *1 &>[b+ =^+ Hel+ .6) /-.2' &uUKVkWi_-
appraisal is not itself a cause of action, but is instead a remedy that, where appropriate, awards
stockholders damages based on the going-concern value of their previously owned stock upon a
\_dZ_d] e\ W Xh[WY^ e\ \_ZkY_Who Zkjo) ikY^ Wi j^[ Zkjo je Z_iYbei[+v'+
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I. BACKGROUND3

The following lengthy and tedious recitation is necessary to an understanding

of the complex transaction by which GE absorbed GECC.

A. The Parties

The Plaintiff is I.A.T.S.E FeYWb He+ Id[ J[di_ed @kdZ &j^[ uPlaintiffv), which

formerly held Series B Preferred Stock of GECC.4 The Plaintiff is challenging the

Exit Plan undertaken by Defendant GE to reorganize its financial services

subsidiary, GECC.5 The Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of itself and a class of

all previous holders of Series A, B, and C GECC Preferred Stock &j^[ uA?==

Jh[\[hh[Zv' m^e h[Y[_l[Z i^Wh[i e\ certain GE preferred stock &j^[ uA? Jh[\[hh[Zv'

in the Exit Plan and sold those shares before GE commenced the Follow-on

Exchange Offer on December 18, 2015.6

Defendant GE _i W uH[m Seha YehfehWj_ed XWi[Z _d MY^[d[YjWZo) H[m Seha

WdZ @W_h\_[bZ) =edd[Yj_Ykj+v7 A?xi fheZkYji WdZ i[hl_Y[i Yedi_ij e\ uW_hYraft

engines, power generation, water processing and household appliances to medical

_cW]_d]) Xki_d[ii WdZ Yedikc[h \_dWdY_d] WdZ _dZkijh_Wb fheZkYji+v8 Defendant

3 N^[ \WYji) ZhWmd \hec JbW_dj_\\xi P[h_\_[Z =bWii ;Yj_ed =ecfbW_dj &j^[ u=ecfbW_djv' Wnd from
documents incorporated by reference therein, are presumed true for purposes of evaluating
>[\[dZWdjix Gej_ed je >_ic_ii+
4 Compl. ¶ 1.
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Id. at ¶ 2.
8 Id.
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GECC, incorporated in Delaware, mWi A?xi \_dWdY_Wb i[hl_Y[i ikXi_Z_Who+9 uA? ^Wi)

directly and indirectly, owned all of the common stock of GECC since at least the

[dZ e\ /-.1+v10 u;ll the directors of GECC were directors and/or officers of GE.v11

Only one GECC director held any GECC Preferred (or Sub 3 preferred).12 To raise

additional capital in 2012 and 2013, GECC issued three different series of preferred

stocktSeries A, Series B, and Series Ctworth a total of $5 billion.13

Defendant Sub 3 mWi u_dYehfehWj[Z _d >[bWmWh[ ed Dkd[ 0-) /-.2v WdZ mWi

used in the Exit Plan.14 u;bb j^[ Z_h[Yjehi e\ Mkb 3 were directors and/or officers of

A?+v15 No Sub 3 director now holds GE Preferred or held GECC Preferred or Sub

3 preferred.16 JbW_dj_\\xi Yomplaint also lists thirteen directors and officers as the

remaining Defendants &j^[ uCdZ_l_ZkWb >[\[dZWdjiv', all of whom were directors or

officers of GE who served as directors of GECC or Sub 3, or both.17 GE, GECC,

MkX 0) WdZ j^[ CdZ_l_ZkWb >[\[dZWdji Yebb[Yj_l[bo Wh[ h[\[hh[Z je Wi uj^[ >[\[dZWdjiv

for purposes of this Memorandum Opinion.

9 Id. at ¶ 3.
10 Id. at ¶ 20.
11 Id. at ¶ 3.
12 Id.
13 See id. at ¶¶ 22, 26. Series A, B, and C GECC Preferred were issued on June 7, 2012; July 24,
2012; and May 29, 2013, respectively.
14 Id. at 4.
15 Id.
16 Id.
17 Id. at ¶¶ 3s18 (listing Jeffrey R. Immelt, James S. Tisch, Douglas A. Warner III, James E. Rohr,
Jeffrey S. Bornstein, William H. Cary, Brackett B. Denniston III, Ryan Zanin, Robert C. Green,
Keith S. Sherin, Alexander Dimitrief, Thomas C. Gentile, and Mark W. Midkiff).
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B. The Press Releases

On April 10, 2015, GE issued a press release &j^[ u;fh_b Jh[ii L[b[Wi[v'

announcing the GE Capital Exit Plan.18 The April Press Release stated that the Exit

JbWd mekbZ X[ [n[Ykj[Z _d W mWo j^Wj umehai \eh + + + A? + + + A? =Wf_jWb =ehfehWj_ed

debtholders and GE shareholdersv WdZ j^Wj ed[ [b[c[dj u_dlebl[i W c[h][h e\ A?==

into GE + + + +v19 Subsequently, on June 30, 2015, GE formed GE Capital Sub 1 &uMkX

.v', GE Capital Sub 2 &uMkX /v', and Sub 3, each of which would later be used in

the Exit Plan.20 Five months later, GE followed up with an additional press release

on December 1, 2015 &j^[ u>[Y[cX[h Jh[ii L[b[Wi[v' announcing the

uh[eh]Wd_pWj_ed e\ A? =Wf_jWb+v21 The December Press Release announced that GE

would transfer A?==xi _dj[hdWj_edWb ef[hWtions to a new holding company, GE

Capital International Holdings Limited, and likewise would consolidate A?==xi

U.S. operations under another new holding company, GE Capital US Holdings,

Inc.22 In transactions that would be executed under Delaware law, the December

Press Release also ijWj[Z j^Wj j^[ ^ebZ[hi e\ j^[ uj^h[[ ekjijWdZ_d] i[h_[i e\ fh[\[hh[Z

stock issued by GECC . . . will receive on December 3, 2015 preferred stock to be

newly issued by GE . . . .v23 The December Press Release explained that the terms

18 Aff. of Greg A. Danilow, Esq., Ex. 3 (j^[ uApril 2015 Press Releasev).
19 Id. at ¶ 29; April 2015 Press Release.
20 Compl. ¶ 30.
21 Id. at ¶ 31; Aff. of Greg A. Danilow, Esq., Ex. 1 (j^[ uDecember 2015 Press Releasev).
22 Id.
23 See December 2015 Press Release; Compl. ¶ 32.
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of the new GE preferred sjeYa m[h[ uZ[j[hc_d[Z _d ehZ[h je fhel_Z[v j^[ ^ebZ[hi e\

the GECC Preferred m_j^ uWj b[Wij [the] equivalent valuev of their existing GECC

holdings.24 @_dWbbo) j^[ >[Y[cX[h Jh[ii L[b[Wi[ WZZ[Z j^Wj u^ebZ[hi e\ [n_ij_d]

GECC preferred stock that continue to hold through December 3, 2015 will be

eligible to exercise appraisal rights to the extent set forth in Section 262 of the

[Delaware General Corporat_ed FWm &u>A=Fv'V+v25

C. The Exit Plan

The Exit Plan called for a series of mergers that would not be subject to a vote

of or consent by the holders of the GECC Preferred.26 No Special Committee was

formed nor were independent legal or financial advisors retained for the

transactions.27 Briefly, the Exit Plan worked as follows: GECC became a subsidiary

of a different subsidiary of GE, Sub 3, and the GECC Preferred was converted into

Sub 3 preferred stock (j^[ uMkX 0 Jh[\[hh[Zv). Next, GECC merged with and into

GE in a short-form merger. Sub 3 then merged with another GE subsidiary, Sub 2,

and the Sub 3 Preferred was converted into GE Preferred. The details, as set out in

the Complaint, are given below.

24 December 2015 Press Release.
25 Id.
26 See Compl. ¶ 32; December 2015 Press Release.
27 Compl. ¶ 43.
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1. The Holdco Merger

uFirst, on December 1, 2015, pursuant to 8 Del. C. 251(g), Sub 1 was merged

with and into GECC in the Holdco Merger, with GECC surviving. GECC became

a subsidiary of Sub 3 and each share of each series of GECC Preferred Stock was

automatically converted into one share of a corresponding series of newly issued . .

. Preferred Stock of Sub 3. Each series of Sub 3 Preferred purportedly had identical

terms to the corresponding series of GECC Preferred Stock. Second, after the

Holdco Merger, Sub 3 distributed all of the issued and outstanding common stock

of GECC to GE Capital Holdings, and GE Capital Holdings then distributed all of

A?==xi _iik[Z WdZ ekjijWdZ_d] Yecced ijeYa je A?+v 28

2. The GECC Merger

uThird, on December 2, 2015, GECC merged with and into GE in the short-

form GECC Merger pursuant to [Section] 253 of the [DGCL].v29

3. The Merger

uFourth, effective at 12:05 a.m. on December 3, 2015, Sub 2 was merged with

and into Sub 3 pursuant to [Section] 251 of the DGCL in the Merger, with Sub 3

surviving. Each share of each series of Sub 3 Preferred Stock was automatically

converted into shares of a series of GE Preferred Stock. Fifth, a Certificate of

28 Id. at ¶ 33.
29 Id.
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Dissolution was filed with the Delaware Secretary of State at 8:10 a.m. on December

3, 2015, dissolving Sub 3.v30

D. The Prospectus Supplement

On December 1, 2015, GE filed a Prospectus Supplement with the SEC

describing the Exit Plan and providing a number of definitions.31 The Prospectus

Mkffb[c[dj Z[\_d[Z uIbZ Jh[\[hh[Z MjeYav Wi u[WY^ i[h_[i e\ fh[\[hh[Z stock initially

issued by GECC . . . together with the mirror preferred stock newly issued by [Sub

0V+v32 uH[m Jh[\[hh[Z MjeYav was defined Wi ufh[\[hh[Z ijeYa je X[ d[mbo _iik[Z Xo

A?+v33 N^[ Jheif[Yjki Mkffb[c[dj Z[\_d[Z uIbZ Preferred BebZ[hiv Wi u^ebZ[rs of

the Old Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Effective

>Wj[v WdZ stated that j^[i[ IbZ Jh[\[hh[Z BebZ[hi uWh[ [b_]_Xb[ je [n[hY_i[ WffhW_iWb

h_]^ji+v34 The appraisal process, as described in the Prospectus Supplement, would

allow Old Preferred Holders who follow Section 262 of the DGCL and udo not

thereafter withdraw their demand for appraisal . . . or otherwise lose their appraisal

h_]^jiv j^[ effehjkd_jo je ^Wl[ j^[_h IbZ Preferred MjeYa uWffhW_i[Z Xo j^[ >[bWmWh[

Court of Chancery and to rece_l[ fWoc[dj e\ j^[ w\W_h lWbk[x e\ ikY^ i^Wh[i+v35

30 Id.
31 See Aff. of Greg A. Danilow, Esq., Ex. 2 (j^[ uDecember 2015 Prospectus Supplementv) at 2;
Compl. ¶ 34.
32 December 2015 Prospectus Supplement at 2.
33 Id.
34 Id.
35 Id. at S-29.
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E. The Follow-on Exchange Offer

The Exit Plan left the former holders of GECC Preferred with allegedly less

valuable GE preferred stock, in part due to lower dividend rates.36 This resulted in

the GE Preferred trading at a price that made the consideration received by the

former holders of GECC Preferred less valuable than the market value of their GECC

Preferred prior to the Exit Plan.37 The December Press Release, however, had stated

that j^[ A? Jh[\[hh[Z MjeYaxi j[hci were udetermined in order to providev the

previous holders of GECC Preferred m_j^ uWj b[Wij [gk_lWb[dj lWbk[.v38

Understandably, this left the previous holders of GECC Preferredtnow holders of

GE Preferredtdisgruntled. On December 15, 2015, GE announced the Follow-on

Exchange Offer, which offered new GE preferred stock with better terms in

exchange for the GE Preferred that was received in the Exit Plan.39 On December

18, 2015, GE commenced this exchange offer.40 Unfortunately for the Plaintiff, it

had sold its GE Preferred before the Follow-on Exchange Offer was announced.41

36 Compl. ¶ 40.
37 Id. at ¶ 42. I note that the GE Preferred was issued to the Old Preferred Holders at more than a
one-two basis in consideration for the Old Preferred.
38 December 2015 Press Release.
39 Compl. ¶ 46.
40 Id.
41 Id.
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F. Procedural History

The JbW_dj_\\ \_b[Z _ji P[h_\_[Z =bWii ;Yj_ed =ecfbW_dj &j^[ u=ecfbW_djv' ed

January 12, 2016, challenging the Exit Plan. The Complaint pleads three counts. In

Count I, the Plaintiff alleges that because GE was a controlling stockholder of GECC

and the GE directors and officers were serving as GECC directors and/or Sub 3

directors, those directors were on both sides of the transaction and entire fairness

applies.42 According to the Plaintiff, the forced conversions of GECC Preferred into

Sub 3 Preferred and then into GE Preferred were designed to benefit GE at the

expense of the stockholders, with the purpose of getting GE out from federal

regulatory scrutiny, and were structured to strip the putative class of any meaningful

appraisal rights.43 Count II is the claim for uquasi-appraisalv and Count III alleges

materially misleading and incomplete disclosures related to the Exit Plan.

On February 3, 2016, the Defendants moved to dismiss all Counts under Court

of Chancery Rule 12(b)(1) for lack of standing (as well as to dismiss Counts II and

III for failure to state a claim under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(6), which matters

I have already resolved above). I heard oral Wh]kc[dj ed >[\[dZWdjix Gej_ed je

Dismiss on August 23, 2016 during which I requested supplemental briefing from

42 Id. at ¶¶ 58s59.
43 See id. at ¶¶ 60s66.
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the parties. Having now received the supplemental briefing, this is my

Memorandum Opinion.

II. ANALYSIS

C Wiikc[ \eh fkhfei[i e\ j^_i cej_ed j^Wj m^[d JbW_dj_\\xi A?== Preferred

shares were converted, first to Sub 3 Preferred, then to GE Preferred, a claim for

breach of fiduciary duty in favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendants

accrued.44 The consideration received by the Plaintiff for its GECC shares was a

different number of preferred shares in a separate corporate entity with different

contractual rights, trading at a different value. The Plaintiff subsequently sold those

shares, but seeks redress for breach of fiduciary duty in regard to the merger

nonetheless. The Defendants raise a discrete issue with regard to Plaintiffxs standing

here, based on the following syllogism: Plaintiffxs claim arose out of the relationship

between Plaintiff, as a stockholder, and GECC; Activision45 teaches that such claims

are non-personal, and adhere to the stock; the Plaintiff has sold its stock; the claim

transferred to the buyer; thus, the Plaintiff is without standing. This reasoning is

straightforward, but relies on two questionable assumptions. First, can claims

arising from the involuntary removal of Plaintiffxs stock really be said to arise from

44 The Defendants, at this stage, do not argue otherwise. See generally LC Capital Master Fund,
Ltd. v. James, 990 A.2d 435 (Del. Ch. 2010) (discussing the interplay of contract versus equitable
rights of preferred stockholders in the merger context).
45 In re Activision Blizzard, Inc. Stockholder Litig., 124 A.3d 1025 (Del. Ch. 2015).
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the relationship between stockholder and GECC, where the transaction at issue

stripped the stock and ended that relationship? And if so, how does the claim adhere

to the stock into which the Plaintiffxs interest was converted? On these two rocks

the Defendantsx theory founders.

The Defendants characterize Activision as providing that direct claims that

arise from the relationship among the stockholder, her stock and the company are

non-personal in nature, and adhere to the stock; when that stock is sold, the inherent

choses-in-action are therefore transferred to the buying stockholder with the stock.46

This is in contradistinction to claims arising outside the stockholder/company

relationship, as when the stockholder is defrauded by the companytthat claim is

personal, and does not adhere to the stock, because the stockholder/company

relationship there is incidental to, not a part of, the claim.47 The Defendants point

out that the Activision distinction generally categorizes fiduciary duty claims as non-

personal, and that Plaintiffxs claims are fiduciary duty claims; they argue that by

extension, the rationale of Activision mandates a finding that the Plaintiffxs claims

accordingly WZ^[h[Z je JbW_dj_\\xi ijeYa.48 However, the Activision distinction is

both more basic and more nuanced than that.

46 See Defsx Opening Br. 16s25.
47 See Activision, 124 A.3d at 1056.
48 See >[\ix If[d_d] <h+ .3s25.
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Activision represents a scholarly treatment of existing law, not a creation of

new law. It states the unremarkable proposition that claims arising from the

relationship among stockholder, stock and the company generally adhere to the

stock, and are alienable.49 The direct fiduciary and statutory claims presented there

arose as part of the ongoing relationship between stockholder and company, and

Activision points out that, by choosing to disassociate himself from the corporation,

an ex-stockholder, having sold his shares, has disassociated himself from an interest

in causes of action involving the stockholder-corporate relationship; moreover, he is

selling into a market that recognizes implicitly the value of the adherent cause of

action in the price of the stock.50 When a stockholder is squeezed out by a merger,

however, in a transaction representing a breach of duty, the transaction involved

necessarily severs the relationship between stockholder and entity. That is true

whether the stock is converted into a right to receive cash or, as here, the right to

receive51 different stock in a different corporation; in either case, there simply is no

ongoing relationship between equity-holder and entity, and claims arising from the

transaction vest in the former owner of the stock, who has suffered the injury. This

_i j^[ i_cfb[ d[]Wj_ed e\ j^[ >[\[dZWdjix Wh]kc[dj8 j^[ YbW_c j^Wj Whei[ l_W j^[ ded-

49 See, e.g., In re Sunstates Corp. Stockholder Litig., 2001 WL 432447, at *3 (citing 6 Del. C. § 8-
303 for the proposition that rights inherent in securities transfer with the securities).
50 See Activision, 124 A.3d at 1044, 1058.
51 According to the Defendants, the stockholders could forgo the conversion of their interests into
new stock, and pursue appraisal instead.
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voluntary termination of the Plaintiffxs stock ownership cannot, as a matter of logic

or equity, adhere in the stock so taken. uId[ _dZkY[Z je i[bb i^Wh[i Wi W Yedi[gk[dY[

of a breach of fiduciary duty plainly has a claim separate from the ownership of the

i^Wh[i j^[ci[bl[i+v52 Moreover, where the consideration is new stock in a discrete

entity, unlike the situation described in Activision, it does not appear that the market

value of the newly-received stock implicitly would reflect the value of the breach of

duty claim, assuming it did adhere to that new stock. Nothing in Activision, as I read

it, or in logic, suggests that a breach of duty action in a merger can adhere to stock

given in consideration for the stockholder interest taken in that merger.

Activision itself involved a restructuring that left Activision stockholders with

their Activision stock intact, if diluted. In other words, the stock held by the plaintiff

in Activision was never eliminated, converted, exchanged, or otherwise

transmogrified. The plaintiff in Activision cWZ[ uW YediY_eki Xki_d[ii Z[Y_i_ed je

sell [its stock, to which its duty claims adhered,]v into a market that uimplicitly

refb[Yji j^[ lWbk[ e\ Wdo fheif[Yj_l[ bWmik_ji8v as a result, the Court held that sellers

had disassociated themselves from the corporate relationship, and could not join in

on a settlement for Activision stockholders related to the restructuring.53 Here, by

contrast, the breach of duty claim arose simultaneously with the sundering of the

52 In re Sunstates, 2001 WL 432447, at *3.
53 See Activision, 124 A.3d at 1043s44.
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relationship between the Plaintiff/stockholder and GECC, and cannot have adhered

to the GECC stock, which ceased to exist, or to the Sub 3 Preferred into which it was

converted, or to the GE Preferred which served, ultimately, as (theoretically

inadequate) consideration for Plaintiffxs assets taken in the Exit Plan.

The Defendants concede that the fact that Plaintiffxs stock was taken, and

converted to stock of a different entity, means that Activision is not directly on point.

At oral argument, they clarified their position by suggesting that the conversion of

the Plaintiffxs interest from one security to another to a third, all within the same GE

u\Wc_bo)v c[Wdi j^Wj C i^ekbZ jh[Wj j^[ JbW_dj_\\xi continued ownership of stock in

GE as part of an ongoing relationship between company and stockholder of the kind

referred to in Activision, and Plaintiffxs subsequent sale of its stock as transferring

its cause of action as well. I find this unpersuasive; unlike in Activision, the Plaintiff

did not continue to hold stock in GECC after the Exit Plan, it held different stock in

a different entity. Unlike Activision, the Plaintiff did not choose to sell its GECC

stock, and nothing in the record indicates that the market into which the Plaintiff

sold its new GE Preferred valued the potential breach-of-duty claim in the price of

the stock. I find that the Plaintiffxs claim did not inhere in the shares sold.

Accordingly, I find that the Plaintiff has standing to seek redress for any injury

that arose from the forced conversion of its interest in GECC.
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III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Defendantsx motion to dismiss the Complaint for

lack of standing is DENIED. >[\[dZWdjix cej_ed je Z_ic_ii =ekdj CC for failure to

state a cause of action is GRANTED. I will consider the disclosure allegations of

Count III as part of the entire fairness review, without prejudice to Defendantsx

ability to revive their motion to dismiss the disclosure claims as a motion for

judgment on the pleadings, or otherwise, should the state of the litigation make that

appropriate. The parties should provide an appropriate form of order.


